Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy on Melasma Management - Melan Reduxx Program

Abstract
The melasma has a multifactorial pathogenesis and a lot of strategies on treatment are proposed. However melasma has no a final treatment because depending of hormonal alteration, UV exposition frequently and other causes, the pigmentation comes again and in many cases stronger than before treatment. The aim of this study is to demonstrate that the management of melasma proposed in the melan redux program is possible by associating different treatment strategies as: professional procedures on clinical using low level light professional therapy with laser and LEDs, in different visible wavelengths in the presence of chemical and photoactivated peels (professional cosmetics products) as well as home care procedures using topical and oral cosmetics products. The management of melasma can be realized from 3 to 4 months, decreasing the skin pigmentation gradually. The melan redux program is proposed to be performed from 5 to 15 sessions with intervals from fifteen to thirty days between sessions. In agreement with the results it is possible to perform the Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy on melasma management on melan redux program using chemical and photoactivated peels with safety and effectiveness associating visible light and a lot of cosmetology.
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Introduction
One of the most frequently asked questions from patients to aesthetic health professionals is about the effective treatment of melasma. The answer to this question is "No," because melasma has no treatment but management. This means that melasma may be controlled, but at some point either by hormonal fluctuation, sun exposure and some kind of aggression in the skin that triggers an inflammatory reaction, it may come back more stronger with a lot of amount of melanin formed in the region (pigment rebound effect) [1-3]. Then we can say that the management of melasma can be defined as a treatment for all life.

Melasma has a multifactorial pathogenesis that envolves the Genetic predisposition, hormonal factors, pregnancy, ultraviolet (UV) radiation exposure frequently, pharmaceutical drugs and cosmetics on skin, that play important role on increase in melanin deposition in the epidermis and dermis (epidermal and dermal melasma) [1,3-6].

During pregnancy, increased levels of estrogen and progesterone, that stimulates the alfa MSH receptor, increases the pigmentation on skin. The oral contraceptives also have been linked to skin hyperpigmentation since that increases the levels of estrogens stimulating the activity of melanocytes. On postmenopausal the levels of estrogen also increase by aromatase enzyme activity also stimulating the pigmentation on skin melasma. The patients with melasma shows in all situation an increased expression of estrogen receptors at skin and many strategies has been done to act on selective estrogen receptor modulators – SERMs [7,8]. In this sense, some depigmenting active principles, even by different mechanisms, have as their final objective the decrease of spots and melasma on skin acting by different mechanisms as: promoting the degradation of superficial melanin on skin (peelings effect); inhibition of melanin production on skin by tyrosinase enzyme (melanogenesis modulation); destruction of melanocytes by autophagy mechanisms; and also interfering on
transportation of melanin from melanosomes to keratinocytes. In this sense, some depigmenting cosmetics actives, even by different mechanisms, have as their final objective the decrease of spots and melasma on skin acting by different mechanisms as: degradation of superficial melanin (peelings effect), inhibition of the melanin production through melanogenesis pathways control (tyrosinase enzyme activity inhibition), destruction of the melanocytes by autophagy mechanism; decreasing of the melanin granules transportation from melanocytes to keratinocytes, reduction of proinflammatory effects (antioxidant agents), decreases of the number of vessels on skin and finally by hormonal modulation of estradiol hormone [1,9-11].

Professional procedures for melasma treatment are summarized as: chemical (acid) peels, mechanical (abrasive) peels, electric peels, High-power laser therapy, intense pulsed light (IPL) and more recently the Low-level light therapy, using laser and LEDs, both therapies associated with professional and home care cosmetics [5,6]. Chemical peels act by accelerating the renewal of cells on surface and deep layers of the skin. High Power Laser Therapy and intense pulsed light acts by selective photothermolysis mechanism. Mainly Chemical peels and High Power Laser Therapy are widely used in clinical practice, but have a high rate of rebound pigmentation effect as they lead to post inflammatory hyperpigmentation (HPI) common to extremely sensitive skin with melasma [3,11-13].

In a deal with the literature there are a great number of cosmetics actives (topical and oral) that acts on melanogenesis pathways control. The best topical cosmetic actives found to melasma treatment can be described as: vitamin C, alpha arbutin, arbutin, kojic dipalmitate, kojic acid, curcumin, resveratrol, epidermal growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, TGP-2, retinol microspheres (cosmetic retinol like), mandelic acid, tranexamic acid, niacinamide, Hexylresorcinol, arbutin, belides, alpha arbutin, ferulic acid, phytic acid, prodizia, among others [14-17].

One of the latest technological developments in topical melasma treatment is the cysteamine active. Cysteamine is a reducing molecule, endogenous antioxidant, and this molecule is able to act on the enzymes responsible for the formation of melanin by modulating melanogenesis. Tyrosinase and peroxidase sequester iron and copper does not let the free H₂O₂ pre-radical react with iron and form the Fenton reaction, a reactive oxygen species generator that stimulates the entire melanogenesis pathway [14,15].

For oral cosmetic defined as nutraceuticals we summarized as: Pycnogenol, hydroxytyrosol, polyphenol leucotomos, resveratrol, panax ginseng, nicotinamide, vitamin c, curcumin, panax ginseng, green tea, zinc chelate, melatonin, tranexamic acid, among others [16-18].

The most common strategies on melasma Management are to modulate inflammation, vascularization that "nourish" melasma, formation and transfer of melanin formed in the skin as well as cosmetic-like hormonal modulation. For this to occur safely and effectively the combination of low power light with laser and LEDs is necessary. Management of melasma should be performed using minimally invasive professional aesthetic treatments, ie, those that have modulation of the inflammatory response as well as the use of topical and oral home care cosmetic products such as nutraceuticals [3,16-18].

Therapy of photobiomodulation (PBM) is the best technical term for Low Level Laser Therapy (LLLT). It is a light therapy using lasers or LEDs to improve tissue repair, reduce pain and inflammation in the most frequently applications. Many clinical studies on pain with Photobiomodulation applications have been published. Photobiomodulation has been used for many years on sports injuries, arthritic joints, neuropathic pain syndromes, back and neck pain. Nowadays the photobiomodulation in dermatology is increasing since that PBM accelerates the healing of wounds (traumatic, surgical, acute, and chronic) as well as can be useful on cutaneous wounds and accelerating healing after aggressive aesthetic treatments (high power laser therapy and chemical peels procedures). also the pbm has a lot of application on aesthetic and dermatological approach for aging treatment, acne, spots, alopecia and other applications [6,18,19].

Low level light professional therapy using lasers and LEDs for professional uses can be useful to practitioners to performing various skin treatments for aesthetic and dermatological purposes [5,6,18-20].

In our previous paper we defined photodynamic cosmetic therapy (PDT) as a mixture between Phototherapy (now called Photobiomodulation Therapy) and Photodynamic Therapy behavior since that uses low power light radiation (mW) and low-medium light irradiation dose or fluences (J/cm²) in the presence of photoactives [3,18,21].

Also we defined photocosmetic as products that present chromophores photostable on its formulations capable to induce photophysical and photochemical mechanism to promote photobiological effects on the tissue [18,21]. The photocosmetic product contains photoactivated actives associated with other cosmetic components on formulation depending on cosmetic goal [3,18,21].

Photoactivated Peels, on the other hand, is defined as a cosmetic composition contend chemical peels (such as glycolic acid, salicylic acid, lactic acid, mandelic acid) in low concentrations (cosmetic proposes) associated with actives that increase light absorption in the skin called as photoactives, promote the Peeling effect in a controlled manner without distacing patient’s from professional and social life [3,18,21]. This photoactives used as methylene blue (absorbs light on 630 nm- red region), curcumin (which absorbs light on 450 nm – blue region), hypericin (which absorbs light in the region of 590 nm - yellow/amber - region) increase the light interaction of skin. Others photoactives or photosensitizers can be found on the literature on Photodynamic Therapy applications on cancer and dermatology skin diseases [3,18,21].

Finally, the Photoactivated Peels can be defined as less aggressive and non-invasive cosmetic formulations, and can be performed by non-medical aesthetic professionals with safe and effective results. Chemical peels associated with visible light on procedure can be applied also with safety [18].
Managing melasma with light consists of applying different laser/LED wavelengths (colors) acting on all signaling pathways of melanin formation in the skin. Then Amber led light acts: stimulating the degradation on superficial to deep melanin on skin; stimulate melanin autophagy; generate local vasoconstriction decreased vascularization; as well as modulating the inflammatory process; main responsible for the “rebound effect”; increases of spots after treatment [22-27].

Also the Red light decrease the melanogenesis process since that decreases the tyrosinase enzyme activity as well as contributes to modulating the aging on dermis, induced by sun (photoaged skin), that have impaction on several inflammatory mediators such as endothelin-1, stem cell factor, c-kit, GM-CSF, iNOS, and VEGF, besides having a greater number of inflammatory cells and vessels, have been described as more highly expressed in skin with melasma, when compared to normal adjacent skin. The red light has a greater influence on dermis structuration stimulating proliferation of fibroblast that increases collagen and other proteins on dermis layers modulating also the inflammatory response of damaged skin [28-30].

Blue LED light in low fluences acts also decreasing the pigmentation by different mechanism as: inhibits melanin synthesis, promoting degradation on superficial melanin and also improves of the hydration of skin optimizing the reversion of aging on skin [31,32]. The infrared light acts modulating also de inflammatory response corroborating to melasma treatment. The Microneedling technique is a promising technique for transdermal drug delivery and on melasma treatment acts optimizing the permeation of cosmetic actives on skin and also improves the liberation of growth factors decreasing the aging process [33].

The aim of this study is to demonstrate that the management of melasma proposed in the melan redux program is possible by associating different treatment strategies as: professional procedures on clinical using low level light professional therapy, with laser and LEDs, in different visible light wavelengths in the presence of chemical and photoactivated peels (professional cosmetics products) as well as home care procedures using topical and oral cosmetics products. The management of melasma can be realized from 3 to 4 months until 5 months, decreasing the skin pigmentation gradually.

The professional treatment using chemical and photoactivated peels is proposed to be performed from 5 to 15 sessions with intervals from fifteen to thirty days enter sessions. However the spots on skin beginning decrease with one month after melan redux program initiation. This program can be used on epidermal

**Materials and Methods**

**Equipment**

The laser and LED light treatment was done using commercial equipment called Venus (MM Optics - São Carlos-Brazil). The equipment shows red and infrared laser light on 630 nm and 850 nm respectively and blue and Ambard LED light on 450 nm and 590 nm. In Figure 1 the irradiation procedure at skin can be observed using different wavelengths and in the Figure 2 we can observe the melasma diagnosis.

**Volunteers**

The case report for melasma was carried with female volunteers with age from 30 to 40 years old, healthy (without any concomitant disease), skin phototype III and IV, with melasma on face, characterized by elevated pigmentation. The volunteers were clarified about the study and read and signed the informed consent, authorizing the accomplishment of the procedures. The patients report years of problems with many tries with conventional therapy without satisfactory results.

**Melan Redux Program - Melasma management**

The melan redux program; on melasma management is possible by associating different treatment strategies as: professional procedures on clinical using low level light professional therapy, with laser and LEDs, in different visible light wavelengths in the presence of chemical and photoactivated peels (professional cosmetics products) as well as home care procedures using topical and oral cosmetics products. The management of melasma can be realized from 3 to 4 months until 5 months, decreasing the skin pigmentation gradually.

The professional treatment using chemical and photoactivated peels is proposed to be performed from 5 to 15 sessions with intervals from fifteen to thirty days enter sessions. However the spots on skin beginning decrease with one month after melan redux program initiation. This program can be used on epidermal
and dermal melasma. In case of dermal melasma is possible to associate collagen biostimulation techniques invasive (PDO THREADS, calcium hydroxyapatite, Poly-L-lactic acid (Sculptra) and non-invasive (microneedling, deep and medium peelings) associated to melan redux program.

Melasma resistant in most of case with hormonal causes and melasma resistant to hydroquinone must be evaluated in relation to good professional practice. on first case is important to evaluate the estrogen in hormonal exames and perform the hormonal modulation with nutraceuticalas as melatonin, chrysin and others. and in the second case trying to work with topical cysteamine (epidermal melasma) and topical and oral cosmetics formulations (nutraceutical) with elevated antioxidat proposal.

It is important to mention that hormonal fluctuations, excessive solar radiation, photosensitizing medications can lead to increased skin pigmentation. And each case should be discussed with the aesthetic health professional to evaluate the best strategies that minimize the rebound effect of pigmentation on melasma [14,17].

The melan redux program can be carried out for 3 until 5 months throughout the year with annual maintenance or as needed. However topical and oral cosmetics should be kept under continuous use; since these are nutraceuticals that aim to modulate antioxidant stress due to external factors (UV radiation among others), inflammation as well as excessive vascularization of the skin and the hormonal factors present (estrogen modulation due to different causes with herbal medicines). The melan redux program can be performed in men and women who have melasma both epidermal and dermal melasma.

Melan Reduxx Program - Professional procedure

The melan redux program involves the application of chemical and photoactivated peels and application of low level light professional therapy using amber LED (25 J/cm²) and infrared laser light (5 J/cm²) associated on irradiation procedure (total dose= 30 J/cm²). The application of both wavelengths at same time is useful modulating mainly the inflammatory response [34]. Not forgetting the benefits of amber LED light on decrease of vascularization and degradation of melanin.

On melan redux procedure firstly to open skin we can use tools as microneedling and chemical peels. This first step (FASE 1) increase the permeation of the photoactivated peels thought skin on FASE 2.

On the second step (FASE 2) the photoactivated peel, commercial professional cosmetic called melan reduxx peel (Priscila Menezes company – Araras - Brazil) was applied on skin and immediately after; started the light irradiation procedure, using laser and LED, at skin.

The melan reduxx peel cosmetic (photoactivated peel) presents on its composition a blend of AHAs (mandelic acid, lactic, glycolic acid) and BHAs (salicylic acid) at low concentrations, photoactives (chromophores) as hypericin (0.5-1%), methylene blue (0.05-1%) and curcumin (0.5-1.5%), that absorbs amber, red and blue light respectively, associated with tranexamic acid (2-8%) and others principal actives that acts on depigmenting skin as arbutin, alpha arbutin, kojic acid, resveratroil, vitamin c, dipalmitate, kojic acid, niacinamide, Hexylresorcinol, belides, ferulic acid, phytic acid, prodizia and others.

After irradiation procedure the photoactivated peel was removed from skin and a third cosmetic product, in the form of a mask, was added at skin. This mask contains a blend of actives and cosmetic retinol. This mask must remain on the skin until 8 hours on skin. All these products are used in the professional procedure on clinical [14-17].

Oral and topical home care cosmetic products

For topical cosmetic proposals of the melan redux program on home care melasma management; we development commercial cosmetics products (Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil) and them can be described as nutri skin Advanced cream (anti-aging cream), melan clean cream (depigmenting cream), Irradiance eyes cream (depigmenting cream of eyes) and hidra balance Advanced cream (High moisturizing and inert cream). The melasma cosmetic kit (Priscila Menezes company – Araras - Brazil) proposed here contains the follow creams: nutri skin advanced, melan clean and hidra balance advanced. The application of products must be done in the follow sequence; 1) on morning must be applied on skin firstly nutri skin advanced cream on face and after one sunscreen and 2) at night must be applied on skin firstly the melan clean cream on all face. The topical commercial formulations contains the principal cosmetic actives as mentioned before, that acts on melanogenesis pathways control as well as on aging process, on hydration and restoring the skin barrier (protection of skin) [15,17]. one another nocturnal formulation containing acid can be prescribed to be added after melan clean cream only over spots. This formulation can be similar to kligman formulation containing retinoic acid, hydrocortisone and actives as kojic acid, mandelic acid and arbutin in the place of hydroquinone.

The oral cosmetic substances used on melan redux program can be described as: Picnogenol (50-100 mg), hydroxytyrosol (100-300 mg), polypodium leucotomos (100-200 mg), resveratroil (20-100 mg), panax ginseng (50-200 mg), nicotinamide (50-200 mg), vitamin C (50-200 mg), curcumin (50-250 mg), green tea (50-200 mg), zinc chelate (10-50 mg), chrysin (100-500 mg), bioperine (5-10 mg) among others. Also melatonin (medical prescription: 3-10 mg) and oral tranexamic acid for patients without thrombo problems (medical prescription 250 mg) can be prescribed by doctors [3,16,17].

Both topical and oral cosmetic products on The melan reduxx program has intention to controlling skin pigmentation by different strategies and modulating the inflammatory process avoiding the rebound effect due to hyperpigmentation pos inflammatory so common on melasma treatment.

Discussion

In Figure 1 light application on skin using laser and LEDs systems on different wavelengths was performed on melasma patient.
In Figure 2 the melasma diagnosis is performed using equipment called Evince. The evince equipment has violet visible light on 405 nm (visible light wavelength) differently from wood lamp, which presents black light (ultraviolet light wavelength) which is a disadvantage; can be useful on diagnosis of epidermal and dermal melasma.

The volunteer in Figure 3 was submitted to photobiomodulation professional session using only amber LED light associated to infrared laser light only in a side of face (left side). As we can see the PBM procedure decreases the pigmentation on skin (C-D).

The irradiation with amber LED light decreases the pigmentation on skin since that decreases the inflammation and vascularization of skin as well as increases the degradation of melanin at skin [27,35-38]. However is important to mention that many authors mention about the photooxidation effects of melanin on skin by visible light increasing either oxygen reactive species than skin pigmentation [35-38].

In case after visible light irradiation procedure the skin pigmentation decreases by bleaching from amber LED light (visible light). But the melanin production after one week can be increased as protection mechanism [37,38]. Knowing this, the application of ideal home care after the melan reduxx program procedure is very important avoiding the melanogenesis activation and as consequence increase of skin pigmentation. In this way in our studies we associate amber LED light to infrared laser light modulating the inflammatory response.

The association of the infrared laser light to amber Led light on irradiation procedure; avoids the post inflammatory hyperpigmentation after procedure; since that amber led light degraded the melanin on skin and when associated with infrared light; the modulation of inflammation occurs avoiding the feedback negative In the Figure 4 both patients used only the cosmetic home care during 90 days of treatment. However the Patient on Figures 4A and 4B used topical (Melasma Kit - Priscila Menezes Company – Araras- Brazil) and oral (nutraceuticals) home care cosmetics. On Figures 4C and 4D the patients used only topical (Melasma Kit - Priscila Menezes Company – Araras- Brazil) home care cosmetics. As we can see the treatment using only home care cosmetic products show good results on skin depigmentation. But the association between oral and topical cosmetics on home care applications; improve the results on skin aging and on pigmentation control (Figures 4A and 4B).

In Figure 5 the patient was submitted to one session of Melan Redux procedure using laser and LEDs in the presence of chemical and photoactivated peels (Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil) associated with topical home care cosmetics (Melasma Kit - Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil) around 90 days of treatment. This patient was diagnosed with dermal melasma by equipment EVINCE (MMOptics-Sao Carlos-Brasil) and the hormonal dysfunctions influences was evaluated on the anamnesis form. The results shows that the pigmentation of skin decreases very slowly, but for only one treatment session, using only the topical home care cosmetics around 90 days, the results were excellent.

Already on Figures 6, 7 and 8 the Patient was submitted to four session of melan redux procedure using laser and LEDs in the presence of chemical and photoactivated peels (Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil), associated with topical (Melasma Kit - Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil) and oral (nutraceuticals) home care cosmetics treatment. The treatment was done on four sessions with an interval from 15 to 30 days between the sessions (from 3 to 5 months of complete treatment).
Patient was submitted to one session of melan redux procedure using laser and LEDs in the presence of chemical and photoactivated peels (Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil) associated with topical home care cosmetics (Melasma Kit - Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil). The fluency applied on skin was 30J/cm². Before treatment (A-C) and after treatment (B-D).

Patient was submitted to four sessions of melan redux procedure using laser and LEDs in the presence of chemical and photoactivated peels (Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil) associated with topical (Melasma Kit - Priscila Menezes company – Araras- Brazil) and oral home care cosmetics treatment. The four sessions were performed with an interval of 15 days between sessions. The fluency applied on skin was 30J/cm² using amber LED light associated to infrared laser light. Before treatment (A) and after treatment (B).

In a deal with results presented on melasma management when we applied only light irradiation using LED and LASER on procedure
(Figure 3), only home care cosmetics products (Figure 4) as well as just one professional session even associated with home care cosmetology (Figure 5) the depigmentation of melasma occurs slowly when compared with all the results showed on the Figures 6, 7 and 8 where the melan reduxx program was performed. It is important to emphasize that the melan reduxx program must be performed considering at least 5 session of procedure until 10 or 15 session to keeping the pigmentation on melasma at skin under control. We also highlight that there is a great importance of maintaining home care treatment after treatment in the clinic so that the results are longer lasting.

**Conclusion**

In agreement with the results it is possible to perform the photodynamic cosmetic therapy on melasma management proposed here in the melan reduxx program associating different treatment strategies as: application of low level light professional therapy using laser or LED light, in different visible wavelengths, professional cosmetics, including chemical and photoactive products and topical and oral (nutraceuticals) home care cosmetics. We also highlight that there is a great importance of maintaining home care treatment after treatment in the clinic so that the results are longer lasting.
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